
 
 

Karl ‘Mg x Nuclear’ Caslib 
@MgxNuclear 

Canadian Winner – #3 Seed at World Final 
 
Karl Caslib, who plays under the gamertag Mg x Nuclear, is a 22-year-old from Vancouver, B.C. 
He admits to having never played ice hockey, but describes his style as more offensive than 
defensive-minded, compiling an online HUT record of 530-36-6. Caslib amassed a record of 6-2 
in the Canadian Regional Final. 
 
A casino table games dealer in Vancouver, Nuclear is familiar with facing high-pressure situations 
with large outcome stakes. Whether he is winning or losing, he acknowledges that his ability to 
stay relaxed and calm during matches is a credit to his casino profession. Some say he may be 
the most comfortable in Las Vegas for the World Final, and his casino background may give him 
a slight advantage. Nuclear plans to study criminology next year and hopes to take his parents 
and brother to the World Final to cheer him on.  
 
Throughout the GWC Regional, Caslib played his matches with his hometown Vancouver 
Canucks, but also plays with the San Jose Sharks on occasion. He lists Patrik Laine of the 
Winnipeg Jets as the one player he would love to play EA SPORTS™ NHL®19 against. A fan of 
the New Jersey Devils, he lists his favorite player as Devils forward Taylor Hall and his childhood 
hockey idol as Devils legend Martin Brodeur. Caslib’s most memorable hockey moment came in 
Game 6 of the 2012 NHL Eastern Conference Final, when Adam Henrique’s goal at 1:03 of 
overtime eliminated the New York Rangers and sent the Devils to the Stanley Cup® Final against 
the Los Angeles Kings. 
 
Nuclear’s World Final HUT roster can be found here. 
 

 GP Record GF GA +/- 

Qualifying Record* 35 31-4 -- -- -- 

Regional Record 8 6-2 26 13 +13 
* Qualifying Record includes both Online Play for qualifying week only & Bracket Play In 

 

 

https://twitter.com/MgxNuclear
https://www.nhl.com/fans/gaming/finals-rosters

